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from hostile powers in Turkish Arabia, athwart lines of com-
munication to Persia, Afghanistan and beyond, and to eastern
Arabia via Zubair and Kuwait, was not merely the military or
naval action which the Central Powers might take there. It
was rather the power of Turkey as the principal Islamic state,
influenced and supported by German funds and by German
officers who never wearied of proclaiming the pro-Islamic sym-
pathies of the German Emperor, to unite the latent forces of
religion, of political discontent and of unrest in the Near and
Middle East against Great Britain, to undermine and probably
destroy the position and the prestige which Great Britain had
created and had maintained in the previous three hundred
years.
In a memorandum of September 2nd, Sir Arthur Hirtzel,
Political Secretary to the Secretary of State for India, wrote:
The political effect in the Persian Gulf and in India of
leaving the head of the Gulf derelict will be disastrous, and
we cannot afford, politically, to acquiesce in such a thing for
an indefinite period while the main issues are being settled
elsewhere. From the military point of view a Turkish
diversion in that region is doubtless negligible, though under
German officers it may not be wholly ineffective: but it will
be worked for all it is worth for the sake of the political effect
which the Turks and Germans hope to produce through it
on Moslem feelings on India. Moreover . . . we cannot begin
by sacrificing the Shaikh of Kuwait.1
General Barrow stated, in a minute on the above memoran-
dum, that in the event of hostilities,
British interests at Baghdad and Basra will be swept out of
existence. Our allies the Shaikhs of Mohammerah and
Kuwait will be threatened and may consequently be
attacked or seduced, in which case all our prestige and all our
labours of years will vanish into air and our position in the
Gulf itself will become precarious. Can we avert this?*
1 O.H., Vol. i, p. 80.	a Ibid., pp. 80-1.
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